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Scientific Discovery Through Advanced Computing (SciDAC)
• Overall program: https://www.scidac.gov/
– DOE Program managers are Lali Chatterjee and Randall Laviolette
– Combines ASCR and domain science programs

• Five HEP projects
– ComPASS4: Accelerator Science and Simulation (Jim Amundson)
• Conventional Beam Dynamics, Plasma-based acceleration
– Accelerating HEP Science - Inference and Machine Learning at Extreme Scales (Salman Habib)
• Focus areas: Cosmology, Stats/ML at Scale, Accuracy
• https://press3.mcs.anl.gov/cpac/projects/scidac
– HEP Data Analytics on HPC (Jim Kowalkowski)
• Accelerate HEP analysis on HPC platforms with help from ASCR FASTMath and RAPIDS
• https://computing.fnal.gov/hep-on-hpc/
– HEP Event Reconstruction with Cutting Edge Computing Architectures (Giuseppe Cerati)
• Accelerate HEP event reconstruction using modern parallel architectures
– Event Generation on HPC (Stefan Hoeche)
• Short-distance cross section calculations on HPC

Notes about materials in this talk
•
•
•
•

All projects are required to have a website.
All projects are expected to produce science highlight slides.
The highlight slides are available on the project or SciDAC websites
Researchers involved in these projects are listed on the websites

• Due to short notice, the slides here are science highlights or taken from review
materials or recent presentations
• Covered here are only a few things that might be of interest to CCE
– Perhaps summarized as fast data access and computational efficiency
– Jim A will have materials from his project

HEP Data Analytics on HPC: Interactions with HEP Community
SBND

– Feldman-Cousins algorithm rewritten with vectorization & MPI,
Increasing performance more than 300x.

NOvA
– Extensive work on the Feldman-Cousins analysis on HPC
architectures. Adopted as primary technique for oscillation results.
– Tools for producing HDF5 analysis formats for physics applications
as alternative data format for use in HPC facilities and ML tools.
– Developed Pandana framework for highly scalable event filtering

ICARUS
– Parallel production workflow defined for event processing using art
& LArSoft frameworks coupled to HEPnOS and DIY usable designed
for HPC systems

ATLAS analysis
– Enabled H->μμ analysis using HPC systems and our scalable software
technology to generate billions of background events

CMS & ATLAS
– Working to integrate Pythia HDF5 tools into CMS infrastructure

DUNE
– Adopted Feldman-Cousins software based on NOvA work

SciDAC: HPC Framework for Event Generation
at Colliders

– Developed new event generator framework for unprecedented
accuracy, tying Sherpa and Pythia8 together by means of HDF5 and DIY
– Explored application of Machine Learning for Monte-Carlo simulations
with Sherpa.

HEP Event Reconstruction with Cutting Edge
Computing Architectures
– Partner project in the design and use of the ICARUS workflow.

Theory and Phenomenology

– Leverage closed form solutions to neutrino oscillation problem from
FNAL and BNL theory to accelerate computation
– Assisted with Dark Matter Direct detection phenomenology studies
– Helped conduct reinterpretation of ATLAS data to constrain new physics
models
– Enabled early-universe research through technical assistance with
complex differential equation solving

FASERnu
– Our expertise in generator tuning helped in the successful proposal of
the "Fasernu“ experiment to be built at CERN shortly

HEP Data Analytics on HPC: SciDAC Institute Interactions
RAPIDS
DIY

– Used extensively for data parallelism and wrapping MPI in our C++
applications
– Integrated directly into existing analysis applications for scaling

HEPnOS
– Distributed memory object store designed for use at HPC facilities,
using Mochi
– Developed for accessing and storing HEP physics objects with an API
that matches access patterns in end-user analysis, production data
processing, and simulation applications

HDF5
– Working in collaboration with the Northwestern University group to
optimize use of parallel HDF5 in HEP applications.
– Parallel and scalable concatenation procedure from ensemble of
grid-generated HDF5 files usable at HPC facilities.

Workflows with DECAF and PYCOMPSS
– Explorations of workflow automation with feedback loop using
several MPI-capable physics applications for high-level parameter
optimization.
– Includes Pythia event generation, Rivet, and Apprentice

Parallel neutrino candidate selection using HEPnOS
Achievements
Faithful reproduction of NOvA’s serial
neutrino candidate selection procedure
leveraging HEPnOS, a custom HPC data
service for HEP, demonstrated on Theta.

Significance and Impact
Bypasses file system to accelerate data
access throughout analysis process (a major
bottleneck). Enables existing serial
experiment code to run efficiently in
highly parallel context.

Research Details
–
–
–
–
–
–

This figure shows the organization of our neutrino
candidate selection application (DIY) and its
communication with the HEPnOS data service.

Demo of NOvA’s “4th analysis” candidate selection at ALCF
DIY-based application, using data structures and candidate selection code from NOvA.
Our application code provides all the parallelization, and experiment code is unaware of parallelism.
HEPnOS data service supports the parallelism by providing global view of data and by removing software artifacts from the filesystem.
Using containers to deliver complex software stack to ALCF and NERSC.
Currently tuning performance and enhancing the API of the HEPnOS software

PandAna: An environment for scalable high-level HEP analysis on HPC
Achievements
Demonstration of scalable parallelization of an analysis code from
NOvA by replacing serial IO mechanism with parallel IO.

Significance and Impact
Allows existing analysis code developed by experimenters to be
deployed at HPC sites for processing of large datasets.

Research Details
•

•
•
•

Provide an easy-to-use environment for fast and scalable HEP high-level
data analysis
– Users can develop on laptops or local clusters and deploy code to HPC
Use HDF5 for fast parallel reading of large amounts of data
Use Python and popular Python data science tools (numpy, pandas)
Introducing to HEP the “tidy data” analysis model, using large data matrices
and distributed data parallelism
– Use MPI for distributed parallelism
– The parallelism in user code is implicit

Accelerating SBNFit Fitting Framework on HPC
Accelerating SBN application and algorithms that
calculate Feldman-Cousins corrections used in the
sterile-neutrino search to run efficiently on HPC
facilities

Significance and Impact
Transforms a memory-limited serial-execution program
into an MPI-parallel application that scales up to
available compute power of a facility. Factor of 350
single-core speed up from original implementation
Research Details

– Native built of SBNFit application at NERSC to take advantage of
specific acceleration hardware
– Algorithms leverage vectorization through Eigen3 yielding a factor
of 350 single-core speed up compared to the original
implementation
– MPI node-level and thread-level parallelism through DIY and
HDF5 using input data and covariance matrix from SBN.
– HDF5 in conjunction with HighFive to write results of the
calculation to file.
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Configurable data analysis workflow for the ATLAS experiment
Scientific Achievement

ATLAS-CONF-2019-028

Novel workflow designed to efficiently use HPC resources
enables physicists to generate, simulate and analyze
billions of Monte Carlo events in a time scale of hours.

Significance and Impact
Boosted the discovery sensitivity for the search of
the Higgs boson decaying to a pair of muons
using the ATLAS detector, applicable to other data
analysis at LHC too
Research Details
– The main challenge is the precise estimation of the background
modeling uncertainty. Controlling the uncertainty requires massive
Monte Carlo simulated events
– Traditional text-based storage of event files cannot be efficiently
parallelized. We first introduced the HDF5-based storage
– Simulating the ATLAS detector takes very long time, making it
impossible to generate billions of events; we introduced a fast
detector simulation package enabled the task
– Data analysis is performed by using MPI-enabled parallelization

Normalized dimuon invariant mass spectra, comparing data to ATLAS
full simulation and fast simulation. Previously the fast simulation was
generated by PowHeg.
Our fast simulation, using Sherpa generator, renders better
agreements and will be used in the peer-reviewed publication. The
better agreement improves the discovery sensitivity by 3-5%.

Working to incorporate PandAna
9

Massively parallel Monte Carlo simulations with HPC
Scientific Achievement
New event generation and analysis framework suitable for massively
parallel processing at HPC facilities

Significance and Impact
Best simulation of V+jets: arXiv:1905.05120 [hep-ph] (in collaboration
with S. Hoeche)
Generic Monte Carlo event simulation with efficient use of HPC
resources
Research Details
•
•
•
•
•

Compute parallelism with ASCR's DIY
Data parallelism with HDF5
Particle level simulation with Pythia8
Analysis with Rivet
Supports reading standardized LHE events in HDF5 format

Scaling of particle level event simulation at
NERSC. We observe very good scaling up to
2000 ranks.
Repositories:
• https://bitbucket.org/iamholger/pythia8-diy
• https://bitbucket.org/iamholger/lheh5

ICARUS distributed workflow – work in progress
(HEPonHPC/HEPreco)
Noise Filtering
•
•
•
•

View as one MPI program
3 algorithms: Frags, SP, HF
4 channels for events to flow: A,B,C,D
Each channel has different number of
ranks assigns based on compute needs
• Shows scaling in two dimensions:
• Within events (R1,R1 in frags)
• More than one event
Outside
world

•
•
•
•
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Numerical Simulations for Collider Physics (Hoeche)
Scientific Achievement
Development of a scalable framework for simulation of particle collisions at
highest energy, and support of the experimental user community
Significance and Impact
New opportunities for experiments to probe high-multiplicity final states
at the Large Hadron Collider and to test the validity of the Standard Model
Research Details

– Event generation will consume significant fraction

Previous
Work

of computing resources at Large Hadron Collider soon

– Among components of the simulation, computation

of hard cross sections is most demanding and scales
roughly exponential with final-state multiplicity
– Using MPI parallelization and optimized I/O, events
can now be generated on high performance computers
– Scaling was demonstrated up to 2048 cores

S.Hoeche, S.Prestel, H.Schulz Phys.Rev. D100 (2019) 014024

First predictions for W/Z+9 jet production (Hoeche)
Scientific Achievement
Enabled by scalable framework for
event simulation, predictions for
W/Z+9 jet production were computed
using leading-order perturbative QCD
Significance and Impact
Opens possibility for LHC experiments
to probe high multiplicity domain as a
precision test of the Standard Model
Research Details

Top quark
measurement

– W/Z+jets production is irreducible background
to many other Standard Model measurements
Exotica
and new physics searches (top quark, exotica, ...)
– Simulation has so far been possible only in
the crude parton-shower approximation
Jet substructure
– Using NERSC resources, leading-order
perturbative QCD predictions were computed
– Results and code were made publicly available S.Hoeche, S.Prestel, H.Schulz Phys.Rev. D100 (2019) 014024

SciDAC-4: Inference and Machine Learning at Extreme Scales
P. Balaprakash, M. Binois, C. Chaves-Montero, A. Fadikar, R. Gramacy, S. Habib (PI), K. Heitmann, D.
Higdon, P. Larsen, E. Lawrence, Y. Lin, Z. Lukic, D. Morozov, N. Ramachandra, A. Slosar, S. Wild, S. Yoo

▪ Opportunity: Use of HPC
resources for data-intensive
statistical and machine learning
(ML) methods for discovery science
▪ Project Thrusts: Melding HPC and
observational datasets with ML/stats
to solve scientific inference
problems in Cosmic Frontier
experiments — CMB-S4, DESI,
LSST, SPT, —
▪ Applications/Impact: Cosmological
parameter estimation, strong lens
image
classification/characterization,
synthetic sky catalog generation,
fast prediction of summary statistics,
fast likelihood estimation, improved
photo-z estimation

Cosmological
constraints from
Planck and WMAP
using the new
CMB emulator

Weak lensing
power spectrum
emulator in
harmonic space

▪ Examples — Cosmic Microwave Background and Weak Lensing

• Large training data sets using direct computation (CMB) or firstlevel emulation (lensing)
• Dimensional reduction via unsupervised learning
• High-dimensional non-parametric regression
• Emulators yield ~1000 speed-up with 0.5% errors over the
desired dynamic range, technique used by all future surveys

http://press3.mcs.anl.gov/cpac/projects/scidac/

Unraveling the Cosmic Puzzle: HPC and ML Opportunities
ML+Stats

ML+Stats

Stats

ML+Stats

ML+Stats

Cosmological scientific inference process showing forward modeling
and systematic error exploration/control loop

▪ Idea: Use of HPC to generate
high-fidelity, large data-volume,
training sets for statistical and ML
methods
▪ Forward Modeling: Use fast,
high-accuracy forward models
to attack a host of inverse
problems with Bayesian methods
▪ Uncertainty Quantification: Error
analysis and systematics modeling
to develop a new set of robust
analysis techniques
▪ Impact: Methods developed by
this team, especially the
‘emulation’ concept are becoming
the preferred approach for nextgeneration surveys

Solving Many Other Inference and ML Problems —
http://press3.mcs.anl.gov/cpac/projects/scidac/

▪ Deep Learning Exploits: Lensing image classification
and characterization; generative models for constructing
sky maps at multiple wavebands; use of AI methods for
domain translation (e.g., mapping hydrodynamic
properties on gravity-only simulations);
▪ Likelihood-Free Methods and Likelihood Emulation:
Next steps for full forward modeling based approaches
▪ Cross-Connection with HEP-CCE (HEP Center for
Computational Excellence): Summer student program
for work on HPC and data-intensive computing problems
▪ Collaborations with Experiments: Working with DESI,
LSST, SPT science workig groups
▪ SciDAC Institutes: Strong connection with RAPIDS

Synthetic sky catalog for LSST — source
for deep learning training data sets

Measuring 3-flavor neutrino oscillations parameters with the NOvA experiment
Scientific Achievement
Leveraged HPC resources to perform complicated fits
of neutrino oscillations data and determine confidence
intervals for fundamental parameters.

Significance and Impact
World leading constraints on the neutrino mass
hierarchy, the mixing angle θ23 and the CP violating
phase δCP
Research Details
– 51 million hours consumed over two weeks for minimum
disruption at NERSC.
– Would have taken one year on FNAL grid computing resources.
– Improved workflow with DIY : exploit near prefect strong scaling
with hundreds of thousands of MPI ranks
– Unprecedented accuracy of statistical corrections.

Acero, M.A. et al. (NOvA Collaboration) (June 2019) arXiv:1906.04907

Confidence intervals (1,2,3)
with and without statistical
corrections

Effect of the Feldman-Cousins correction
on the 90% confidence contour: the blue
(resp. red) areas show an increase (resp.
decrease) of signficance.

FIG. 5 CLs pseudoexperiment
distributions testing the
Inverted and Normal neutrino
mass hierarchy hypothesis for
the 2019 NOvA datasets.
Analysis required
approximately 300k
pseudoexperiment fits for
each hypothesis to achieve a
p-value of 0.057 or 1.9𝜎 for
Inverted mass hierarchy
rejection.

Parallel Data Concatenation for Neutrino Event Analysis
2500
Execution time (sec)

Scientific Achievement
• Develop scalable parallel I/O utility programs to
concatenate large volume of HEP experimental
data on DOE leadership HPC computers

• HDF5 feature settings tuning
– Adjust Metadata cache size to 128 MiB to reduce the number
of metadata reads
– Collective Metadata I/O mode to avoid data consistency
check
– In-memory I/O to speed up the metadata collection time
– Adjust Data Chunk Size based on dataset sizes
– Adjust data storage layouts based on dataset size to either
COMPACT, CONTIGUOUS, or CHUNKED

• Parallel I/O strategies
– Evenly distribute input files among all MPI processes
– Options for independent and collective modes for reads and
writes
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Research Details
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Significance and Impact
• Concatenation of NOvA experimental data
enables high degree of computational
parallelism in event detection process
• Parallel data concatenation achieved scalable
performance on Cori at NERSC
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Timing breakdown of 6400 FD files concatenation
(left-top: 1D read, right-top: 1D write, left-bottom:
2D read, and right-bottom: 2D write)

